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The highway image of Ekaterina Sidorenko from the Fotolia.com Ford Fusion is a mid-range car with competitors such as the Honda Accord and Toyota Camry, while the Ford Focus is compact to compete with models including the Toyota Corolla, Honda Civic and Chevrolet Cruze. Both cars are offered as four-door sedans. Ford
discontinued the coupe version of Focus for 2011. Standard equipment on cars is similar, except for the lighted vanity mirror and trip computer in Fusion. The 2011 Focus S model with a five-speed manual transmission is priced at $15,724 and at the other end of the scale, the Focus SEL with a four-speed automatic priced at $20,642. The
2011 Fusion, depending on the features and size of the engine, is priced from $695 for the base model and $29,000 for a fully loaded model. The standard on both vehicles are windows and power doors, manual air conditioning, CD players and door mounting and seat-back storage. Options include a power retention system and a four-
wheeled anti-block brake for Focus. The standard Fusion is powered by a four-cylinder engine with 175 horsepower. The SE and SEL models have a 3-liter V-6 that provides 240 horsepower. Focus comes in four trims and the standard model has a 2-liter, four-cylinder 140-horsepower engine. Gas is a mileage of 24 mpg, a city, and 35
mpg, a highway, on a base Focus model and 23 mpg, a city, and a 34-gallon highway, for the base Fusion model, according to EPA estimates. At Fusion, gas mileage can be improved by upgrading to a hybrid edition. Focus has received several updates for the 2011 model, including key-less entry, door-blocking power and MyKey
systems, all standard. Ford MyKey system allows parents to set top speed, limit the volume of the stereo, and the car chimes when the speed reaches certain intervals such as 35, 45 or 55 mph. Fusion offers more technologically advanced features with weather and traffic in real time; it also includes An Interactive Ford Sync System. This
system allows voice commands for radio games and phone calls. Both cars come with a basic warranty of 36 months / 36,000 miles, 60 months / 60,000 miles on a power train and 60 months / unlimited miles on corrosion. Find a used car trade, resell, certified used and retail value used vehicles depending on the condition, mileage and
other factors of car sales. Find a used car trade, resell, certified used and retail value used vehicles depending on the condition, mileage and other factors of car sales. If you did it Far away, chances are you want to work on your own car. You may even have started getting your tools collection together. I have to admit, it's still interesting
here's a tray of brand new tools. But too often, new DIY mechanics forget one of the most important tools of all - auto repair guide for your car! I Am I Get into discussions with both do it yourselfers and professional mechanics about whether or not someone starting in a car repair needs an old-school paper repair guide. A physical book
made of paper? It's too old school for many people to wrap their heads around these days. In almost all cases, I am a huge supporter of going digital route. After all, with printed goods in digital format, you can access them anywhere, save photos, and use a very useful search feature when you're trying to narrow down your repair options
or looking for a specific symptom. These are all great reasons to switch digital to car repairs, but it's not enough! I always suggest people order an old-fashioned book to use when they are repairing or performing maintenance on their car. Here are the reasons why you absolutely need a guide to repairing the paper in your toolbox: You
can't destroy the paper manual by cracking, crushing, spilling, scratching, or any other clumsy store move. Fat fingers don't agree with keyboard or touch screens. The battery will never die in the paper repair manual, no matter how long you leave it open. No one will care how long it takes you to repair your manual, regardless of their
desire to check emails, play games, search for recipes or binge on Youtube fail videos. This repair guide has been written by experienced technicians with access to gobs technical information. This guy posting on the Honda forum may be a little less experienced, or worse. Not only is your guide full of how-to articles, it's packed with
important technical information that will help you repair your car properly and efficiently. As you work on your car, you will be surprised at how often you refer to your repair manual. There are moments that you will go straight to the page, such as torque specs to find out for sure how hard a certain nut or bolt should be. If you didn't have a
manual, you can find yourself skipping the torque wrench wrench and just giving it your best guess tightness. We've all done this, but flipping straight to the page that tells you how tight your bearing nuts should be means you'll be doing the repairs properly. Having it all in one place is a real benefit. I often use these little office supplies of
sticky bookmarks to mark sections of the manual that I think I need to go back and forth in between. It shortens the flipping page and helps you not miss what your favorite search feature you keep thinking about. If you decide Online route repair guide completely, make sure you use a reliable source. Forums are full of people who talk (or
type) with power but don't really know what they're saying. It's fun to sound like an expert on the internet when there is no one out there to disprove you. Unfortunately, you can find the find The advice you've followed from an online forum actually leads you to a botched repair or wasted money, or both.  Ford may have killed all of its
sedans and small cars, but somehow the Ford Fusion managed to avoid the sword executioner a little longer. By the end of 2020, Fusion will be one of the last passenger car holdouts in Ford's increasingly larger trucks and crossover-focused lineup, and with Dearborn gradually culling its slow-selling varieties, the sun can already see the
setting on it. Described by the car and driver as a lightly raised version of the Fusion wagon sold outside America, as Mondeo, Fusion Active is reported to get all-wheel drive and don the formulaic black plastic casing cladding CUVs use to trick the brain into seeing more land clearance than it actually is. Think about it now Fusion, that
Subaru Crosstrek is Impreza, although in size closer to Outback.You may remember Ford made a similar move with a smaller Focus Active, only to derail the decision to sell it in America for tariff costs. Now it seems Ford is trying again, with just a great take on the same idea. For the powertrain, Ford is reportedly offering Fusion Active
with a 2.0-liter Ecoboost that sends power to all wheels through an eight-speed automatic transmission. The plug-in hybrid (PHEV) version of the mirror current Fusion Energi is also expected to be available probably at the top of its expected price range of between $30,000 and $40,000. That would make it a few thousand more expensive
than the similar Subaru Outback on the starting line, although Ford could use a stronger gas mileage on a hybrid to win buyers at higher trim levels. Fusion Active will reportedly arrive at U.S. dealerships in late 2021. Drive has contacted Ford to check the deployment plans and we will update when we get a comment. Got a tip? Send us a
note: tips@thedrive.com tips@thedrive.com
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